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POLISH MINORITIES TREATY DENOUNCED
On September 13 Poland gave another illustration of her belief
that she was a Great State, and must be treated accordingly, when
Beck in the Assembly gave the League notice that Poland would
henceforth decline to co-operate with international organizations
for the supervision of the carrying out by her of her Minorities
Treaty. He said:
Pending the bringing into force of a general and universal system for
the protection of Minorities, my Government finds itself compelled
to refuse as from to-day, all co-operation with the international organiza-
tions in the matter of the supervision of the apphcation by Poland of the
system of Minority protection. I need hardly say that the decision of the
Polish Government is in no sense directed against the interests of the
Minorities. Those interests are and will remain protected by the funda-i
mental laws of Poland, which secure to Minorities of language, race and
religion their free development and equality of treatment.
Beck referred to the proposed debate on the protection of
Minorities which was intended to take place later during the
Assembly, and declared that it was his duty to make clear the
position taken by his Government. He reminded the Assembly
that for years Poland had pressed for a reform of the incoherent
system that obtained, but as nothing had resulted she must take
a course of her own. The speech produced a great sensation in the
Assembly, some of its members considering that it was equivalent
to a declaration of open rebellion against the League. The Warsaw
Press described the speech as of historical importance inasmuch
as it was a plain statement that it would no longer do to treat
Poland as a second-rate Power. Next day Simon, for England,
and Barthou, for France, maintained that Poland could not
divest herself of a binding treaty by unilateral action; Aloisi,
for Italy, concurred, but pointed out that regulations drawn up
fifteen years before should be adapted to changing circumstances,
and that there was a good deal of sympathy with the Polish
Government in its objections to what it regarded as interference
in its domestic affairs. Beck made no reply at the meeting, but
let it be known that Poland did not intend to recede from the
position she had taken up. In an interview with the Jewish
National Agency Beck, after pointing out that the rights of the

